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Investigation Recording 2019-173
Date: December 10, 2019 (+86-53251870835)
Subject(s): Doctor Jiao Xueli, Liver Transplantation Inpatient Service, the People's
Liberation Army No. 401 Hospital (Qingdao)
Summary
1. The doctors in Liver Transplantation can all do liver transplants. Doctor Jiao Xueli
told the investigator to come to the inpatient service to find him.
2. If a patient wants to have a surgery done as soon as possible, he/she has to ask
Director Yuan Weisheng about it.
3. A liver transplant surgery can be done in a month.
Translation
Investigator: Hello, hey, is this the number for Liver Transplant of the PLA No. 401
Hospital?
Jiao Xueli: Yes.
Investigator: Ah, here I’d like to ask, that is, because my…my family member wants to
come to your hospital to have a liver transplant.
Jiao Xueli: Then you just come to the inpatient service.
Investigator: Go to the inpatient service? Is this the number for that?
Jiao Xueli: Yeah.
Investigator: May I have your last name, please?
Jiao Xueli: Mine is Jiao.
Investigator: Your last name is Jiao? And your full name? What’s your name?

Jiao Xueli: Jiao Xueli.
Investigator: It’s Jiao Xueli. Well, can I just go straight to you?
Jiao Xueli: Yeah, just come over here.
Investigator: So I can just go to see you, right? You…you do liver transplant surgeries, do
you? You could be the one responsible for liver transplantation, right?
Jiao Xueli: Right, the doctors in our transplant program can all do it.
Investigator: You doctors can all do it. So are you…are you the director?
Jiao Xueli: No, I’m not.
Investigator: So we don't know who the director is right now. Is it inconvenient for you to
tell me?
Jiao Xueli: It’s Director Yuan. Listen, if you want to go to see the director, you can make
an appointment with him at the outpatient clinic on Tuesday morning.
Investigator: Ah, so it’s Director Yuan…just one? Or I can also just go to you, it doesn't
matter. I don’t know…because I don’t know much about you doctors. So have you…have
you been doing it for many years? Doctor Jiao…sorry!
Jiao Xueli: Here’s what I suggest you do: if you want to come see us, you’ll come with
your medical records, and with the films.
Investigator: So I…yes…so I just want to tell you, if he meets everything…all the
requirements…over there at Rizhao hospital, his attending physician told him so. His
blood type is B. Now he is only 45 years old, so he has met pretty much all the
requirements, that is, the sooner (to perform the surgery) the better. Of course, if we
decide to proceed, we want to get it done as soon as possible!
Jiao Xueli: Ah, about that …I guess you’ll have to ask our director.
Investigator: Ask the director? Well, from your…your experience, that is, if it's fast, if
everything looks very good, how long will we wait to be able to get it? Can the operation
be done in a month?
Jiao Xueli: This is now all unknown…it’s all unknown.
Investigator: Well, you’re experienced…because you must have the
experience…according to your experience, can it be done in one month?

Jiao Xueli: It can be done in one month.
Investigator: So, it can!
Jiao Xueli: If you want to come to register for the director’s appointment, you can do so
on Tuesday morning, ah, Director Yuan is available at the outpatient clinic every Tuesday
morning, okay?
Investigator: What’s Director Yuan’s name? Just want to ask around to learn a little more.
What is his full name?
Jiao Xueli: There is only one Director Yuan in our transplant program. It’s Yuan
Weisheng, ha, okay?
Investigator: Ah, well, thank you, Doctor Jiao, thank you, bye!

